Meeting Opened 13th October 2010 6:18pm Ivo Time

Apologies:
-Jo
-Jeremy for jokes
-Brad
-Adelaide
-Claudia
-Bronte
-Lois apologies for Ivo being here
-Alex is sorry
-Kate for guild elections

Exec reports:

President – Rob:
-pro-rape
Panto doing pretty well, tries to steal Noemie’s report. Is a bastard.
Alex- Australia says no.
Rob- I say yes.
Exciting things happening. X-mas panto coming along. In the process of being written. Production dates set, theatre booked. Red Kite is charity – Emily dealing with them. Helps with cancer kids. Adam got one or two.
Ivo shhhed by rob. Christmas panto on schedule.

Pres of Vice – Sally:
Same as Rob’s report.
Looking for people to do lighting course. Description of lighting course. Send e-mail and talk to Noemie. People are interested. Course 4 to 6 weeks. John Doyle very Irish, hard childhood and potatoes.

Tres – Noemie:
We are doing well. Introduction of budget meetings for productions. Get a new banner
Sally- that’s not comics sans
Keep a buffer in case of unexpected expenses.
Approval for buying things and discussion of how much to spend.

Sexretary – Ivo:
Thesis in 18 days. SC2 is amazing. LP and RBF vs. The Aquabats! Same day, everyone is pissed. Bradley sits and yawns regally.

Feedback from MiS:ARC:

Lois and Bradley made people want to vomit.

There was a lot of gay. Too many gay jokes. The gay is contagious.

Adam, bad joke, microphone.
Chris looks jewish.
Brad likes pictures.
Lois is stacked.
Many people recognised.
Adam is Edward Cullen.
Ruby called different green things.
Sally’s mum wants more slapstick. (Yeah she does)
Binu is late and a cunt.
Someone said to Kate “there was a hole in the lights” Noemie offended.

JACK AWARD:
Lois noms David: David walks home starts undressing and smashes bottle on road. David vomits for a long time walks 10 metres then says “glad I haven’t vomited”. Simon leaves door open. David wakes up saying “gonna yack” falls back to sleep. Sam 2nds – Complaints from neighbours
Becky noms Ellie and Georgia: Incest for the win.
Ivo 2nds
Rob noms Claire: After first taste of lubriCAN came back for seconds.
Ivo 2nds
David: 31
Ellie and Georgia: Pity vote
Claire: Not enough
David gets JACK AWARD.
Ellie and Cam late. And here now.
Ivo noms Lois of Life Membership. Many, many, many reasons.
Becbec seconds.
Lois Accepts.
Ash “She’s been in every position”
Yes: 32
No: Nobody is that much of a dick
Abstaining: Bradley is a bit of a dick
Cat, Georgia and Patrick rock up late.
Constitutional amendments:

Lois, add “full”

Kate add “75%”

Binu course for appeal? People can go to guild.

“In cases of actions or behaviour that are seriously harmful to the society or its members, membership may be revoked at the discretion of the full committee by a 75% majority.”

Ivo motions for vote, Robs seconds.

Yes: Unanimous
No: N/A
Abstain: N/A

Amendment passed.

President
Lois and Ellie nom Rob together. Everyone seconds, sloppily.

Rob is President by default.

President of Vice
Sam noms Adam.
Becbec 2nds.
Adam accepts.

Becky noms Sally.
Becbec 2nds.
Sally accepts.

Sally: Done it before. Good at being bossy. Been in panto for 4 years. Keeps failing French, will still be here. Been on committee since 2nd sem first year. Has directed and produced.

Adam: Better at all the things Sally said, especially humbleness. Is young and fresh. Would be good at position. Has been here 3 sem, has directed, web wenched for 2 sems. Also rapes kids with cancer. Both Sally and Adam got bed into storage on weekend.

Sally returned as President of Vice

Treasurer
Alex is jewish. Doesn’t want to do it, just smell Noemie’s box.

Noemie Treasurer by default.
Secretary
Sally noms Adam. Sam 2nds. Adam accepts.
Kate noms Ellie. Rob 2nds. Ellie accepts.

Ellie: Been in panto 3 years. Was OCM. Can type good. About 80 wpm, would like to be on exec and contribute, likes us. Can touch type.

Adam: Same as before. 100WPM.

Rob. Will you be available on O-Day → Yes from both.

Adam is Secretary.

Talk about what biscuit wench entails.

Alysha noms Emily. Somebody 2nds. Emily accepts Lois noms Alex. Raph 2nds. Alex accepts.
Liam noms himself. Kate 2nds. Liam accepts.

Ellie – previous speech has done it before
Becky – Not been OCM, would like to be on committee, has been around for 2 years and would like to bake
Jess – Has baked before, enjoys staying late on production week and being at rehearsals
Chris – Likes biscuits, looks like Gordo from Lizzy Macguire
Jeremy – Has done one panto, wants to get more involved. Will do web wench if he loses.
Emily – What up? Can’t be on other committee positions. Help her achieve her dreams.
Alex – Has stalked you on facebook. Has been biscuit wench before and treasurer.
Vore for me or you’re anti-Semitic
Cat – is new. Struck by sense of community. May sneeze and fall over but only if elected.
Liam – Been in panto for a YEAR. Would like to get more involved in the running of things. Promises a biscuit in every hand and a wench every lap.

Alex, Jess, Liam – new Biscuit Wenches.
Adam likes wenches small and cancer ridden.

Web Wenches
Jeremy nomed by many and 2nd by many.
Patrick nomed but turns it down.

Jeremy: Knows the internet kind of, wants to be involved. Pity Vote.
Bradley: Denny Crane.

What’s your background in IT?
Jeremy – Ex-VP of UCC. Ran several boards and forums before. Works in IT.
Bradley – You know the panto website? I made that shit, yo.

Jeremy is Web Wench.

X-MAS Panto.

Story is Princess and the Pea. Script Writer is Bradley on top of David. Emily dealing with charity.

Dates: 18th dec, 19th dec, 20th dec
Sat, sun, mon
Production week from 13th dec (bump in) to 21st dec (bump out)

Bradley goes over some aspects of the plot. Rob adds some stuff. Quite a bit of stuff actually. In fact the whole plot. Mostly Bradley just explained some characters.

Director

Adelaide noms herself. Becky 2nds.
Lois noms Alex. Sally 2nds.
Ellie nomed, declines.
Rob noms Ivo. Sally 2nds. Ivo accepts.

Adelaide: Can see where panto is going. Has directed 3 shows and 2 childrens pantos. Is a communist.

Alex: Hasn’t been director yet. Produced James Bond. Got us free Red Bull. Has worked in childcare. Adam asks if she knows anyone with panto. Is a music student and an opera singer. Intimate with dolphins. Lois delicious irony of Jew directing X-mas. Raph, she will stab you in the face. They’re BOTH gonna stab you in the face.

Ivo: has directed two pantos before – Holy Grail and James Bond. So has experience. Has done fourteen pantos. He knows what works well. Knows how to do it (?) with kids, because he is a kid. (I believe he means “for kids.” I hope he means, “for kids”). Um. Yes.

No one has any other questions.

Alex is Director.

Producers.
Rob wants 3. Need heavy advertising. Never done this audience before.
Sam noms Emily. Ellie seconds. Emily accepts.
Lois noms herself. Sally 2nds. Lois accepts.
Becky noms herself. Cam 2nds. Becky accepts.
Lois noms Lindz. Robs 2nds. Lindz accepts.
Ivo noms Emma. Rob 2nds. Emma declines.

X-mas panto WAY important. Big risk for society.

Emily: produced the last one with Lindz. Many tickets sold.
Becky: Has ideas. Would really like to do it. Went to five primary schools. Would love to be a part of that.
Lindz: Produced before. Is more of an art thing. Would like to get paid next year for it, won’t charge us, is generous. Has shark eyes.
New Ellie: Painted banner, great art work. Interest in comics and design and marketing.

Adam is a retard.

Producers are Emily, Lois and Lindz.

Stage Manager

Raph declines won’t be here.
Ivo noms himself. Liam 2nds. Ivo accepts.

Ivo Stage Manager by default.

5 minute break

Break time over.

Alex says yes to having a costumator.
Noemie says we should have one for budgetary reasons.

Costumator.
Beebee nomed by Sam. Beebee declines.
Rob noms Lois & Emily. Alysha 2nds.. Adam herps. They accept.
Ivo noms Becky. Sally 2nds. Becky accepts.

Speeches are short. Ivo cbf writing them down.

Becky is costumator.

PANTO SEMESTER 1 2011
PLOT PITCHES:
- Pricilla queen of the desert
- Lesbian bartender
- Pokemon/cartoons
- Matrix: where Carmen san diego
- 3 little pigs big bad wolf
- Dr Suess/Mr hyde
- Wind in the willows/Tarintino
- Olympus/Hollywood
- Scoobydo origins
- Fairytales, inverse
- Monopoly the panto
- Mafia

Pricilla queen of the desert:
Crossdressing lady meets vamps from crappy novels. Adam can be Cullen.

Les Bartender: fairytale

Matrix: Carmen San Diego: Mystery, nostalgia

Pokemon/Cartoon: Loosely pokemon, inseptor gadget. Much script ideas.

3 little pigs: Own a theatre, need new acts. Wolf and wolf packs audition. Snow white and dwarves. Much death like opera.

Dr Suess/ Mr Hyde: Narrator. Cat in hat as narrator. Mr Hyde do very small crime and treated like hella bad.

Wind in Willows: Mr toad in debt to mob. Diamond heist. Army of Badgers and Badger badger badger. Also foot fetish.

Brad is a douche.


Fairytales, inverse: Massive hodgepodge of fairytales. End being a wedding. Major characters princess and prince. Princess is Badass. Prince is Jeremy, plays WoW and is nerdy. Tinkerbell as villain sidekick. Villain is old villain has no friends and is reluctant to be evil. Double wedding.


Next Panto: Scooby Do Origins

Head-writer.
Adam noms himself. Ivo 2nds. Adam accepts.
Adam withdraws. Because he is a good Christian boy.

Lois is head writer by default.

Director
Lois noms Rob and Nicola. Sally 2nds. They accept.
Ivo noms herself and Lois joins in. Someone 2nds. They accept.
Jeremy noms Ellie and Kate. Becbec 2nds. They accept.

Rob and Nicola: Rob directed, been around done 6. Pretty fucking organised. Vaguely cheery under stress, knows what works on stage. Nicola doing shit all next sem, Rob is your king. If you don’t vote for her she won’t make you cakes.

Ivo and Lois: 22 pantos between us. Both life members. Lois has directed. Ivo has directed twice. Lois is organised. Is Ivo.

Ellie and Kate: Ellie has been around, 6 pantos. Kate, 2 on stage, 1 backstage. Kate not a student next sem, taking a year off. Butt ton of theatre. Knows how to run rehearsal schedule. Dealt with whiny 14 year olds. Kate “FML”

Rob and Nicola are directors.

Producers
Becky noms herself. Sally 2nds. Becky accepts.
Cam noms itself. Becbec 2nds. Cam accepts.
Kate noms herself. Becbec 2nds. Kate accepts.
Chris noms Emily. Alysha 2nds. Emily accepts.

Adam: Wants to do every role in panto. Good at advertising, can get message across. Wants to sell out all 3 nights. Is competent.

Becky: Would realy, realy, realy like to produce a show. Please vote for me, signed Becky. XOX

Jeremy: Reasonably confident. Enthused. Decent background in advertising.


Kate: As before, has done media release before. Is tired.
Emily: Will love us all still. Will be quite experienced when we get to it.

Rob has cancer, Adam come onto him.

New Ellie: Does marketing interested in art.

Ivo humps air and impregnates Alysha.

Producers are Emily and New Ellie.

Stage Manager.
Raph wins by default.

Costumator
Lois noms Herself and Emily. Sally 2nds. Accept
Sally noms Becky. Beebec 2nds. Accept

Lois and Emily: Both pretty, organised and can sew. Lois is a hick and hopes your penis falls off.

Becky: Will have been costumator once. Has ideas already.

Ellie: Wants to be on production committee. Gets mad discounts on clothes. Can’t sew but can find people who can. Thinks she’ll be good at organising things.

Costumator is Ellie.

After After Party.
Sam offers house but not as rowdy.
Jess offers house.

Theme
Races that have been persecuted through history
Unusual carebears
Memorable quotes
Where’s Wally
Tweed

General business

Ellie has bag of stuff for end of meeting.

Ruby asks about DVDs. Rob is dealing with DVDs fucking busy at the moment.

Alysha to do some backstage montage extras.

Kate asked to pass on club busy at end of club busy bee. Committee will deal with it.

Liam, something about missing shiny silver chairs in theatre.
Noemie, too many programs plz steal some.

Can get a second shirt. As well.

Bradley has E.RRRRRR. Shirts.

Care package for Nicola.

Leftover panto shirts.

Panto team doing relay for life.

MEETING CLOSED 13th October 2010 10:33pm Ivo time